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1. Problematics of thesis
The aim of this thesis is to design and verify the possibility of extending the experiment, which is
currently used to determine the dynamic properties of rubber. The work was demanding both
professionally and temporarily, especially with regard to the large number of numerical calculations.
The work is directly linked to technical practice, in terms of specification of the task of the railway
wheel producer.

2. Achieved results
In the diploma thesis, several geometric variants of the sample for the determination of frequency-
dependent properties of rubber are tested. The work is largely conditioned by the conditions set by the
cooperating company. In the final part of the thesis, the most suitable solution is chosen based on the
selected criteria.

3. Originality of thesis
The work is logically divided into several parts. The introductory theoretical part is based on the
current state of knowledge and especially on the available technical standardization. Processing is
original and due to the nature of the assignment is undoubtedly the work of the student.

4. Formal essentials of thesis
The formal side of work is good. Uniform numeric format is not used in graphs and tables. The
adjustment is uniform, the work is consistent.

5. Questions to student
1, What type of sensor would be used during eventually measurement on sample?
2, In the case of large vibration systems, the dynamic part typically heats up. How increasing
temperature will affect a running rubber sample experiment?

6. General revaluation of thesis
The student showed a very good degree of engineering skills at work. The goals of the work were
fulfilled and the work is undoubtedly original. I recommend work for defense.
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